Banach sequence spaces whose duals are Banach sequence spaces with Toeplitz bases are characterized. For example, the duals of the lip a spaces, for 0 < a < 1, are shown to have Cesàro bases. Also reflexive spaces with a Toeplitz basis are characterized and an equivalent form of the well-known theorem of F. and M. Riesz on the absolute continuity of measures is given.
1. Introduction. Let 0 < a < 1, let/A(x) = /(x + h), and let ||-|| denote the sup norm of L00 (0,27r). Lip a is the space of all 2vT-periodic complex valued functions/on R for which \\fh -f\\ = 0(\h\a) as h -* 0, and lip a is the space of all / G Lip a for which \\fh -f\\ = oi\h\a) as h -> 0. Lip a and lip a are
Banach spaces under the norm ||/||a = max{||/||,sup h¥=0
In [2] , K. de Leeuw showed that the second dual (lip a)" of lip a is Lip a. His proof also shows that the dual of lip a is separable. We prove general theorems on Banach sequence spaces which show, in particular, that (lip a)' even has a Cesàro basis. In general, we characterize Banach sequence spaces whose duals are Banach sequence spaces with Toeplitz bases ( §3). We apply these theorems to lip a in 4.1 and 4.2, to reflexive Banach spaces with Toeplitz bases in 4.3, and to the well-known F. and M. Riesz Theorem in 4.5. This paper is a result of several discussions on the lip a spaces with Professor Günther Goes to whom I am also thankful for many suggestions.
2. Definitions. Let w be the space of all complex valued sequences x = (xk)k*>=x and let <J> be the subspace of all sequences with a finite number of nonzero coordinates. Let T = itnk) be an infinite matrix with rows in <j> and with columns converging to 1. For each x G w, the «th T-section of x is t"x = (tnkxk). A BK-space is a subspace of to which is a Banach space with continuous coordinates [10] , [9, § §11.3, 12.4] . We suppose all ßAT-spaces considered contain <¡>.
Let £ be a ßA"-space. EAD is the closure of d> in E. ETB is the space of all sequences x in w (not necessarily in E) for which supn||/"x||£ < oo and ETK is the space of all sequences x in E for which lim"||/"x -x\\E = O.EFTK = {x G w: lim"/(/''x) exists for all / G £'}. Clearly ETK C EAD and ETK C EFTK C £7-5 • £ is a 75-space (resp., a £A-space, an AD-space) if £ C £rs (resp., E = ETK, E = EAD).
The condition TK says that {/"}^L, is an approximate identity for E. This implies that the set {ek}kc=x, where ek is the sequence with 1 in the kth position and zero elsewhere, is a Toeplitz basis for E [5], [6, p. 45] . In particular, let T = o = (onk) be the matrix defined by onk = (1 -(k -l)/n) if k < n and onk = 0 if k > n. Then {ek} is a Cesàro basis (of order one) for E if and only if £ is a aA-space. In this case, we say that E has Cesàro sectional convergence.
Let £ be a AA-space. Each / G £' defines a sequence y* = (f(ek))kx>=x. Thus £' is associated with the sequence space £* = {y G <o: 3/ G £' 3 y = yS}. If the correspondence / -* y^ is one-to-one, then we can identify £' with the sequence space £* and we write £' = £*. Since EAD is a i?A-space and (EAD)' = (EAD) = £<f>, £* is a fiA-space under the dual norm of EAD [1, Proposition 1] . If £' s¿ £*, then we identify £" with the dual of the ÄA-space £*. Thus £" s (£+)* denotes (£*)' as (E+fWe define £^ (respectively, £^r) as the space of ally in co for which 2fc°=i tnkxky>k x% bounded (resp., converges as n -* 00) for each x in £.
3. Main results. Suppose E is a BK-space and an AD-space. Then E"
ss (E*)* if and only if E* is an AD-space. and the space / = {x e w: 2] |xt| < m). Then £ is a BK-space under the norm given by ||z||£ = \c(z)\ + 2* Vk ~ c(z)\ where c(z) = \imkzk. Let tnk = 1 if k < n and tnk = 0 if k > n. Then E is not a 7ß-space since EAD = FrA-= Fr5 -/. But £* = (EADf = /* = {x G «: supjxj < oo} is a Fß-space. 3 .5. Corollary.
Le/ E be a BK-space. Then E is a TK-space if and only if E' at E* and E* is a TB-space. A. Applications. Lip a and lip a can be identified with the ßAT-spaces Lip a and lip a consisting of the sequences / of Fourier coefficients of / in Lip a and lip o, respectively, when we define the norm by ||/||a = ||/||a. These are spaces of sequences x = ixk)kkZ-™ defined on the integers rather than the natural numbers. However, the results of §3 hold for these sequence spaces with minor changes in some definitions. In [7] , it is shown that (Lip ot)AD = lip a. Thus, by 3.1, (lipa)' can be identified with the BK-space (lip a)*. The following characterization of reflexive Banach spaces with Toeplitz bases implies Theorems 7 and 8 of [3] and Theorem 3' of [8] .
4.3. Theorem. Let E be a BK-space and a TK-space. E is reflexive if and only if E = (Eßr)ßT and E* is a TK-space.
Proof. If £ is a reflexive TK-space, then E" s (£*)* = E. By 3.2, £* is an AD-space. 
